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ABSTRACT
In this dissertation we investigate the relations existing 
among the periods of the Picard integrals defined on a Kahler 
manifold; relations analogous t© those existing among the peri­
ods of the Abelian Integrals on a Riemann surface# The chief 
difficulties encountered In the extension of our work to general 
compact Kahler manifolds arise from the presence of singular 
divisors and a general lack of a theory connecting the topology 
of the manifold with its analytic structure* In order to a- 
chieve our results,a special class of Kahler manifolds has been 
employed. Briefly,this class consists of compact Kahler mani­
folds each of which possesses a family of analytic curves which 
intersect the non-singular hyper-surface a in a proper manner 
and each curve of which contains a l-dlraenslonal Betti basis 
of the manifold* This class of Kahler manifolds certainly In­
cludes the algebraic manifolds,but its extent beyond those is 
not known*
The handling of the existence problems arising in this 
work is based on the theory of currents,developed by o* deRham, 
and applied so successfully by K. Kod&ira* Also,material from 
W* V. D. Hodge*s classic work, ”The Theory and Applications 
of Harmonic Integrals,” plays an essential role in our develop­
ment*
v
The first chapter of this dissertation Is purely ex­
pository* being a brief recount of the result* obtained by 
K* Kodilrt end G* de Rhait concerning harmonic forme end 
currents defined on RIemannlan end Kahlerlan manifolds • k 
considerable pert of the materiel In the second chapter Is 
dee to KedaIra,especially that related to FIcard Integrals 
ef the seoond kind*for both the non-singular and singular 
eases*and Fleard Integrals of the third kind for the non- 
singular ease* By using these resultsfIt has been possible 
to shew the existence of integrals of the third kind for 
the singular ease as veil* The chief contributions of this 
work are contained in chapter three* On the basis of certain 
assumptions set forth in the second chapter* relations have 
been obtained for the periods of both Integrals of the second 
and third kind*analogous to those given by Sever! for alge- 
braic surfaces*1
The author wishes to acknowledge here the use he has 
made of the Kedalra,de Rham * and Severl material*both directly 
and indirectly*in order to achieve the desired goal*
*F* Severl,** In tom© al teorema d * Abel sulle super- ficle algebrische ed alia rldusione a forma normal® degl»
integral! di Picard,n Handloontl del Clrcolo Mathematlco di Palermo,vol, Zl (190b), ~ ^ - 2 8 2 .     “
1
CHAPTER I
*• IM  Ba— tag Analytic Manifold.
Definition; A manifold is a connected , topological spue#* 
each neighborhood of which Is homeomorphic to an open sub* 
set of luelldeaa spaas*
Definition; The distension of the Manifold is defined to be 
the dimension of the Euclidean space*
Definition; A complex analytic manifold,of complex dimen­
sion a*la a manifold carrying a complex analytic structure*
The concept of a complex analytic structure can be de* 
fined by the concept of a regular analytic!hoiamorphic) 
function in a neighborhood of a point and by the axioms:
Axiom If f( p.) is an arbitrary function defined in a 
neighborhood liy. of 7*. *f( is regular analy­
tic in or it is not.
Axiom 2i For every point of the manifold,there exists 
a neighborhood "Up.a and n complex valued func­
tions s i(f * ) * • • • »«*( f}* defined in 
such that;
a) The mapping y, — * (a, (f.),sx{^), . •,»rt(^))ia
a topological mapping of on an open sub­
set of the space of n complex variablesj
b) An arbitrary function f(|0 defined In Vsi4p.0
a
3
la regular analytic in V If and only if f ty.) - 
f (a, if),»*,(/*}, ■ • • ) i® a holomorphlc func­
tion of the n complex variables &,*$•».»• .. faVx.
V la an arbitrary open subset of M p *  *
The functions »,,«*, ,s A will be called Mlocal co­
ordinates 11 In Axiom 2  asserts the existence of local
co-ordinates in for each f* and further Implies that In
the Intersection of two neighborhoods iXL H ,ths co-ordi­
nates of one system are regular analytic functions of the co­
ordinates of the other system and the Jacoblan of the trans­
formation is non-vanishing*
In all that follows,the manifolds will be assumed compact. 
By putting *4= x, + Ixapsa^ x 3 n* ix^# * * • fSw-x™.* h- Ix*n# 
real local co-ordinates ore Introduced on the manifold and on
account of the axioms 1 and 2 ,these co-ordinates determine a
2C structure on the manifold YY\.XA ,
Definition* A scalar of odd kind is determined,at each .point 
^of WUvtfby a function f(xltXa., > • -,x^) which depends on the 
co-ordinate system in the following ways If f / is Its value 
in another co-ordinate system, then f f  if the Jacoblan,J, 
is positive,and f -  -f if the Jacoblan Is negative. Thus, 
t '=
2 0 , deKham and K* Kodaira,Harmonic Integrals(Mimeo­graphed notes,Institute for Advanced Study,Frinceton,H,J,), 1950,p.l.
k
Definition! YU** |» said to Ini ; wlMtmVlo If ttoere exists a 
continuous scalar, f #ef edd &Ind defined on YYwaueh that 
? * =  1 .
this definition is equivalent to the usual one*for de­
note as positive those es-crdlnate systems for which £ = X 
and negative those for which t = -1 # the Jfaeoblftn relative 
to the tee systems is then positive or negative according to 
Whether the systems are of the erne sign or net. Conversely, 
under a partitioning of the system* Into two classes* £ sen 
he defined by the condition that £ - 1  with respect to any 
system of the positive class. In order to show that Y>W, i® 
or lent able , cons Ider the analytic transformation
S, ^ S i ( S i , - ' fSt\ ) p
*1 - %'Axt9 * . . fi n ) |
8 a ' Stv(Si#* * *#Sv̂ )*
To this transformation Is associated the real transformat ion
X, ~ It (l| # 1 ’ ‘ in) i 
~ i  * * • # X m ) #
%Lr- *=U*n ‘ * ■ n**»b
where x. ix + 1 * 1 , .=  *Yi« » « * (
i ( *  | $ • • - $X
(X| $ * • * f X aj\)
<M«(V  * • ,»*)
i ( * i # * * • »®n)
and sine© the square of the absolute value Is greater than 
aero,the manifold is orisntable« Choose the orientation £
d. Boehner and w, T. Martin,Several Complex (Princeton University Press,19^8), p„
5
of TfX^m that ? - I with m i n t  b® the system of ee*
natural orientation of the manifold and is uniquely deter- 
mimed by the analytic structure*
It is to fee noted that If fix) is m  arbitrary 0°° 
function of the peal variables x, # < • • *xintome m y  l&tre** 
duce, symbolically, the now "variables" p,» w f S n*jr« »*.-• »£h§ 
and assuming a,#» —  »&* as fcwmally independent of a, *• • • ŝ » 
fix) can be written as fU,i) where tbs partial® are defined 
as
whore *= 1 # • • #n* Tbs 0 *° function f(sf£) is regular ana-*
lytic withrespeet to a , * . * • #s n If and only If <i f/a «U ~ 0#
Definition* A positive definite jeetrie d»x “ /* da* da'**
where the eoeffie lent® are C 00 functions of the
' * • f£h#and satisfy the Herudfciam c®ndlfclan#g (ifz t= 
Iw 3 #will he sailed a Kahler me trie If
It will be assumed that a Kahler metric is defined on 
f^xaso that the manifold becomes a "Kahler manifold" and 
will hereafter be designated by the letter f(\ * By means of 
the real local co-ordinates#the metric can be written In the
ordinates *,#••• *x*.n» ’Ibis orientation will be called the
T T ~  ^  > 7 7  " i f
I f  * * • f i t *
g;.:dat‘dx**where g
^ Ibid.. p. 38.
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dim*naloii*l,ori*nt*blo Rlaawanlaa iaanlf©ld»
*• ftfty-Jtar Piffwontia M s a .
Definition! An exterior &lfferentl*l fegna of degree p»( *
| i —~ * *
p-f«m),ie ea expression 71 .Z-,*;,. .ipix'V • where1r up *
1) The coefficient* are complex valued 0 00
functions of the real eo^ardlnatea x, # ♦ • • fX^a-end 
are 8kew~ayraetrle In the indices i,. ..cp j
2 ) The oooff to lento transform like the erajraieitt* of a 
e©variant teaaorf
3 ) The symbol A (roof) denotea the oxter lor product *an 
operation characterised by the following m l m t
a) The operation la associative and dlatrlbttttve*
b) <txw a dxJ - -dx^ a dxc,© /v dxc - dxLAe »odxc»
dxc a ddxJ - edx1" a dr*#whare o la any scalar*
By using tbaao rules #cvery fora of degree p can bo put 
in the canonical fora • X 1  .*;» ••• i^dx1*1 /\ - — /\dxuS 
Definition* The carrier of a p~fera la the eleeur* of tho
cat of all points of YY\ on which this fora la different
fro^ aero*
Definitions Let 4> - »i .2L,ai,...;pdx^A. *. a dxcp and H* “
’ V'-f r
Zlbt4...wdx ‘a- • ndx the two forma of degree p and q res* 
pectlvely* Then the exterior product of •f and y la a(p +<$* 
fora and la given by ¥ a HT ZL ..if*^dx',a•••
where e„k...cf n  ̂ ..£*¥*»%-I*K , *•.k%*and where
%
1a the generalised Kroneeker delta*
The Operators 5$* and A,*
Definition,! The differential of a |»̂ f0» ^ = lZIê ...ip<fe*'1'̂ ..Adŝ f5 
1« the(p +ik*rwm d<=. 7" &mi.. ..̂ a dafV- ad*u t
Using this teflnltienfihe following rules hold!
1) If odt end -̂a. are both p^feme^tben d(**. + **3 - &<*.. d^v.g 
for let <*i ~ , 211. a';....̂ and .2 2 . a\,,L,
w* **p .< :f , *
dxuV-AdxwC Ifcea .Z2 (a:..■i.+a\l...ip)d3t‘A--s\dattof«Bid
d{*. -+ ̂a.) = .ZLd( a . .^J A dx V  ~2_.d*Adx\--4datp
**i <• * • 4. t. p < ' I’i'-*1 ' i j p
'xeor1***•[<' '• W pda\dx V*t\dxU(3- d «f, t d wx «
2) d( * A ft ) t= d«t A (3 + > U p*Ad ft where * la a p*fens and
la & q~fona. fo see this let ^ -. Z — a:. Ax' a*-*a dx*p 
« *  ? c  n ^ ^ A p - Z l ^ L ^ -  ,p
* £ 7  ■ 4Tp * t S ‘ ••Artt'Ar and d(<* A r* }
* * 1 2 k f f A ^ ? rt*V^ > w • • • >,»*,. • A -
hS L L ^ * t " ? r?:v?PV  «(«;,..if a ««k,A-rN 4 » S v*vr*.*<*p>ly  ̂  ̂ T___  ̂y* Au "?<v\ *V3utfd{ah} = bda -+- &db»se this last la.A- . U^-*yp ‘' ' 'Vn
* i.. • „ «• i. ■ • • • * ' * &  • • • • •* \ h A*^' " ^ } \ p - ^
ry  r. da-*’ * y W \ .. • adxVl>h- 7  ̂2 ..- W . .
4i ‘ a'7'̂ . db •,,. /2dx,t‘a . . • f\dlv̂ lf How the first a m  in theui * * • "Y *il
last expression la d a - , As for the second m m »It Is 
saultlplled by (“1 ) If the faster dbjyV, la moved past 
the factor dx which occurs In the p**1 place* Then the
fr-'second a m  la {-1) < \ d > « This result can be 
generalized to the product of any number of factors*
3) d2  4 - Q.for again,let *.*, 3;".*;,,...’.ed*v\.- -mS*4*; It la 
aufflclent to verify this for a monomial term,say o.
* u, - *  T h e n  d to  «  dsa^.. . 'urA d x ‘ a- A d x f * Io w « f® r *
since 9«db faebor m  the right Is m  exact <f i fferent lal * the 
Sormlft far the differential of a product gives the desired 
result# Alee.# the deficit ion of d <* t® invariant under e 
change of coordinate©»for let ot be a® above and let ̂  -
i»S the Xi in term® ef new variables yl # oowlll then be 
the preduet of (p-*-1  ̂fast ora* the first of which I® of degree 
sere and the rest$t@mn ot degree 1# Let o/ designate the 
term oo expressed in tome of the y.: # Thea#d a> ~ da:,...;̂
term but the first la sere and d ̂  is obtained by replacing# 
la d co ,the x l by the y i « Sine# co was any term of <* ,tha 
assert lea is true*
Let %u\ be the fundamental tensor associated with the
o
Riesannlan me trie, then# taking the product of 2n tensors 
equal to g;^ and making it skew-symaetrie,there results the 
new tensor
the oontravariant tensor determined from e^... l?hj the
a,:,. dx'V-Adx'f* be o m  of the terns of < # After express-
i ' " A dxtf - SL,. dx'VvdCdX*) A * \ *
,dx‘n* -Adac^’̂ dfdx^)* But#eaeh
\
* one arrives at the
( n1 j- t • • * A.y\
Definition* The adjoint form to the p~form oi. 
dxv* *■• Adxwf>is ihe(2n -p)*fo»K * “ '
where a?. • a |,,'V » <
d x 4V - a d * u<%
‘w*® being
following definition.
twmilm 8 f p̂t|l|i..K ftto g b * being determined
by
fc.
Definition! Tfea adjoint tom to one la tfa# volume element*
la,-*!^ e,...guAto'̂  **Ato2**
If c* and ^ are tee p^ferms with coefficient® 
b <:,...:p,than q( AK (V. ~ a /\-H<x -ZZat,,,, vpb^t >. .̂ -*1* to 
oho* Chla.M tevi **< * w * . .'. .xn>,..«, •*“ 
aj^v- a j f a i d  = ^ 2 1 1 ,. ::'x« b ■'•f,) 
dx-'V • • ivd*?"? Tfeon, « = C.Zl^'- ‘,* " ' u f * i.,...;f( ̂ rr.^
r  > ■ • • ■>.A  _______ ’ . , ‘ t * V 'P  a-  x— *
.»«•,.... us*’ 2  dX'v-./vdX = (fiT.. W ) . - « z r ^  
• c,....;,b‘"“ '‘■p)tol,,*v*"Ad*kf • to fcho other hand, Q\*"< - C-Z~~ .I * * 1 d w
f 'I*-* CP.}* * -ixnrp. / y ~  is* ‘ *\ *  V^VV*'« i . . . bc(...:P {‘t̂“ <ipu'‘‘upA‘*,u*‘!(E7r7riẐ ..rin̂  )J’
«**V  • • * d*a-n = {\̂ g7^ ^ 71■^^^2IJ>f.■•H;̂ *'',■■',•'* j a x v . - h d x 1 
Upon Introducing orthogonol co-ordlzmto* mt m point»g;:
•    .  .  I  . s *
=*; »f*,..’.IT;i...».n®l and •‘■'■"'■p,bi,...if = b '" f • Thu*,
for *-<* ■=. 2 Z. •^....^-dVV.-Adj^'Joo *{ *  °<) *. 21- ,«.**.. iw 
, —  fby-Vii-Wp ;dx*"v-id*''l’=.Z_ .( .2.— .»■ • • • a ‘'•"̂ 1‘'p)dx'',A-.-rtd3c''f.
By again employing orthogonal co-ordinates,this laet can be 
written .Z— . ( ‘ * * J*VL * • ^-f)dx f Z — ,L- 4.t.Vv
<*» . . . a.rtl {.<£-— *.1 * * a*,... wp/i da a*.* Adx r-. z «.( »> i s , * . *
rla)a^..-ipdxv* A - B u t  the produet In parentfjo&is? in 
positive or negative according ae { - if [*r la poeltlve or 
negative so that the last expression 1® equal to { - 1) #
Finally,the operation -X- la Independent of the co-ordinate 




iff ©rential of agMfem it* the (p - D -
^ * d •* © u *
ĥe following properties hold fow tb© operator tf I
*) JsLsi^j££jS ~ ^  ~ ( - I p i x  d *fcO*bb®n. *?*<*=
*°o = t - n n * w * }
=  0 ,
2) *.£!*- (-if1* * ^  ,*ln«e *  *T <* = *  (C-lf^d * <* i =
( - i f * *  (d *<*> = (-if d*<*.
3) * J L ± .m ItiT-sTj* «>(■»•»»>♦ ( - i f ‘« f *^ »  ( - l r '  ( ( - 1 ) '^ '  
* d  -* ) *  •* « (-1)H£& it *o( = (-if'^?l(-lf'r'f>Jl= -x d au. 
Definition* Theoperator -A is defined as A  ® d <t*
If «( is * p-*fwatih©n A«( it a p~form*and farthers
1) d A  = dUef-Kfd) « d d « (dtf -f J4)4 = A  d.
2) J A. — J.«I » Jd J - Utf+ = A£a
3) -  J b tiIZ £ M .=  ( - i f V t - i r 1 A A .= #d  * ,»
U  * j£JL = ( - if* « * = .,(-if^:A?ri^ ..-<,..s jL £ *  *
5 ) ^  ^  j ̂  ^ J  d) g itd d = ̂  jit -t d *j*ic
“ ( ^  d-td J  )•* = A  *  .
D« foiftawdft *f Po w m u
Let ^  =  a,... *«. dx a* ••Adxi" be a 2n-fara« tinder ft
/ t -hchange of eo~ardinabe® ^ beeome® - •*.. ■ ** djr A* ■ ■ Ady
where a'. .. “ t Z ^ ac,..•iw»axt' <a xCa,vl dine* a:t...«uA - J:,'.
w
i y‘ «J yxrf
I . .X«. £ ^





-3 t|...an« Thus,the coefficient change® according
to the s u m  rule as a scalar density*
Hew*«uppeso the carrier of t& contained in the domain 
D of a ee-erdinafce ayatam x * ■ * •, x** Then a,... la a function 
(locally) of x> »*■, xin which can he extended to the entire 
Suelidaan space g by setting Oi.. 0 outside the domain of
K c o r r e s p o n d in g  t o  $ * .
l!bis definition is clearly independent of the co-ordinate 
system since «=< transforms as above*
Definition* A pHiisiplexfs^,in >n is defined by a mapping TT 
of a rectilinear pitmens iomal simplex Si5,contained in 
S&elldean p-»paoe,and m  orientation of = ( SP* tt $
orientation of 9iP)»
Definition; A p-aimplex is said to be 0*%if the mapping TF 
Is Cr,le#lf the mapping tt can be oxtended to a mapping into 
W\ of a domain 3D of containing sP*»o that TT Is Cr in D* 
It will be hereafter assumed that r b 1#
Definitions A chain on is a linear combination of aim- 
plices a** = ZIkts^#where the k1# are real numbers and all
c *
but a finite number of them are aero*
Definition! Let S# be a rectilinear simplex m &  let Sf’1,
( t - 0#1# -*p) be the (p-1)-dimensional sides of 3? If »P 
ia a simplex m. t/| determined by the mapping Tr of S*59 then 
tt aplied be S^Jalong with the relation between the orienta­
tion of and ^determines an oriented simplex ŝ ~ 1 on Yv; ,
the integral of «* is defined to be 
dx'dx' * ■ oxxr;
12
The chain 2- s? 1 i® the boundary of $P and will be denoted 
by Be$* the boundary of stay chain fcP - 21 la then de~
L
fIned to be BeP =■ 2 1  k* is?#t  “  i#
A p-ohaln Is called eloeedtor called a eyele)«
if Its boundary lsthe(p-X)-chain 0 *
Definition? A p-ehain is ©ailed homologous to aero(written 
0 )#lf it Is the boundary of a (p+1 )-chain.
Definition* two p-chains#©*5 and e' P#aye said to be hemiolo­
gons provided their difference is homologous to sero# 
Definition* A finite number of p-ehalns of #©$* • * * *ej are 
called homologously independent if m  hemelogy of the form 
a, © ?  -4- axcf *  * * *-»- rvj 0  exists unless all the a*» are 
sere,the afs being arbitrary real numbers*
Definition? The p**1 Betti number ,Bp, of Vr\ is the maximal 
number of homologously independent closed p-ehains on M  ♦ 
Suppose the p-aImplex 8$ -  { S?f TT # ? } #where  ̂ Is an 
orientation of S*i tie contained in the domain of a co-ordinate 
system x l# • ' * #xxn# This can always be achieved by a normal 
subdivision if it is not already the ease# Further#let <K 
be a p-fena defined In t$e co-ordlnat® domain# Then# 
Ptflnltloni ■= =  Sigp$ l'lr\  .whare t
ie the characteristic function of #  In K^de^f^l on $$ 
and aero' elsewhere) and “TT <\ is the p-fona corresponding 
to under the mapping *yj •
Clearly,f £ iv\ is a p-fom with compact carrier in &  
and the Integral Is determined by the definition on page 1 1 „ 
Def inltioa* For every chain ©P = 2 -k*cs^ and every p-fona
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P©t ,tfc© integral of c>4 © w  1© defined a© J ©4 -
u eP
Xr*f
I«lf If ^ is © (2n-X^fermtOf class 0* *wlt-h a
eempaet carrier, § d(& =
Stok#g1 Theorem* If »f 1® a (p-I)-form of alas® 0* and qP is
a finite p~cbain of ©lass 0 1 ,tho» I „ & = A Pf *
*  * 1 g S©P
H# The Concept of a Current.
Eat D fee an arbitrary domain such that D ^  Ŷ\ and  ̂4 \ 
be the linear spase consisting of all (2n-p)-forma H> of 
class C°° whose carriers are -amtaimd in B*
Definition? A currents* of degree p In B la a linear 
functional T /T^l defined on i ̂  ] which ia coatinuous in 
tbe relieving way: For an arbitrary sequeno* of
forma belonging to ,aucb that all their carriers are
contained in a compact subset K‘ S' D covered by one co­
ordinate system x 1, • - *3^,7 1 ] — * 0 , ( 1 — ? 0 0 ), if each
o *  ^  1partial derivative »»y i L *. of each coefficient of
o x s,. - a  s
converges uniformly to sero for *• — > 60 and for 0 < 2n„
V
0 “  0 * 1 * *  ‘ ■
the number (2 n-p) will be called the dimension of the 
current so that the sum. of the degree and the dimension Is
5 C3# deftham and K»KodaIra, on* clt**n* 12*
always the dlsMsnwltitt of tbs su&nlfeld*
Tbs current T will fee amid to vanish at a point 
-f- e 0  if there exists a ivelghbcsMfeMW&d off** snob that 
T ~ 0  for all <f whoso oamlora aro eo&iaiaed In 4X|*># 
Definitions The carrier of T* denoted fey IT |*wlll fee the m %  
consisting af all points >• «= B sush that T does not vanish 
atf^ .
Every continuous p^ttsm V .* defined in P*o«a be considered 
as a current fey in&entlfylng ̂  with th® linear functional 
T ^ ]  = J,p VA * *for ever* v belonging to feh* apaae 
[q>l mentioned In the current definition. It is evident that 
1» a current since certainly exists for each
and if fh1'} Is an arbitrary sequence of fame satisfying 
the derivative conditions stated In the definition*then
~ aa^ fee sjade arbitrarily small for all
I*X greater than some given n* Further,if ¥ *considered as 
a fora*dees not vanish at son® point of B#lt does not vanish 
In sor̂ e neighborhood of this point* thus*the set of points 
at which ¥ does not vanish is open* Call this set p. Mow*
If yi Is any point on the boundary of F*bbea *P considered 
as a current*souId not vanish there*for otherwise*there 
would fee a neighborhood of such that 'flHf J = 0 for 
all whose carriers are contained in * But any such 
neighborhood will contain points of P so that there arises 
a contradiction* Therefore,as a current * f  is carried on the 
closure of F*
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Definition? The current T will be said' to he equal to
the form ^  if T L^J — is mr& at every point yy\ •
Again,wo note that every differentiable {2n-p)-#min#e#
can be considered as a ^ w r i s t  defined by e £V 3 = Jc M* *
As a matter of fact,from the definition of the integral of
a form over a chain# it follow® that the integral exists and
that the condition foroontinuity for owrente is satisfied*
Also,the chain o»*onsid*red as a earreni*Is carried on the
set of points comprising the chain Itself * for the Integral#
by definition#la sero Off of e# regardless, of what th e■
carrier of ^ is*
Froa the previous remits* if ^ and ^ are forme of degree
p and q#respect Iwcly #then oiA^L^l “ (-l)^H^ A ) L'yl ~
J‘o<A(iA'| = « < r ^ A H ^  # This leads to ttm d«ftnitio»i
Definitions Far any current T of degree p and any form p>
&>of degree q belonging to class 0 #? A ̂  is defined by
T A ^ r n ^ =  (-uw (^aT)r«»i = Trria^u .
Suppose o( It a p-fora and (J li a (SSs-p-D-fowa with 
conpsot carrl*r#both defined in a domain P*. Then <* A $ i® 
a (2n -1 )-form and by Theorem l*l*fche integral d{*̂  a $ )- 0 * 
However #d( <* A p ) ■= d A (3+ (—1 ) ^  a d (* and so d ot£ ^
(-upJH*rd(*:u
Definitioni For any current T of degree p»dT is defined as 
d? U( 0  = .(-l)*+,*ft (0 *
If T is equal to a (2n-p)-chain e2ja~p,then d®2n"p L (»] =
c - u ^ ' •= (-»*' ^ , - f  - t-u*”  J » -
^T(0 *by Stokes'Theorem* fta»i#xoepi for sigh* 
the differential of a chain fa its bomd«f* klm»u&in$ the 
definition of dT#it follow# iM»&iat®ly that d^r ~ 0 and 
that a ( U f  > * <lt A$ + {- 1)* f A d (**
If ('**,<• -cOf ),ar® (^currents of degree »are,de­
fined in the domain D of a co-ordinate ##tfcem x 1, • * * t.atX)}
_ * * then for any current T of degree. p*T - .2 1 ? v.^dx^V-AdxX
Thi# can bo shown as follow#* %m% Tit.% dxLV  Adx'f and
„ \
dx*V"*dx*W any two t«rm# of the mam and sat dx ~ 
dxLV “A dx^and dy — da^V.-A dx% Both da and dy are p-foam# 
of class C°°. Lot ^ b© a (2n-p)~fo»*C%oltto raspest 
carrier contained in I># Than T l,. - ̂ Edx A^j is a wall de­
fined current in X}»snd by the prodaot rule#?;.,.. ̂  dx A 9  J= 
A d x £ ^  *s0  that :pAdx) is a p-current, defined 
In D•Thus#each tern of the sun Is a p-eurrettt in £># Bins#
7ir..i (T^.^Adx) A ^ £ 11,again#by the product ml#,
1 . r*one can wit© (?: ..̂  Adx} £v<>J *= j (Tc,--£*, A dx) A 4> * TTging this
f  D ^
last notation,(T^.^pa dx51̂ 1 •+ AdyJtvjf^J CT;r.̂ atojA4?
~  j (5;,...if Ad*+ ~ Wi,...ipA&x
J) D
-t ^  Ady) Jl^J ,which shows that the aim of the two p-
currents T̂ ...̂ f dx and T^.^dy is again a p-current defined
in D, Therefore, tZ T d a t * 1*-* dx*f is a p-current de-
fined in D« ftow,any p-current defined In ‘I? can be represented
by moh an expression,for let T,o£ degree p,be given in D*
* 1 %
BeMno ?i,...:f by ..;f[adxV• • Adx*\I -i<’--‘S ’T^dxK.-rv te^Vj.
Then it is taiedlately seen that ? has the representation
♦ «
7 ~  iL^T*.,. .Afdx 1 \* * • AdxX A'current of degree sero Is a
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die trihut £m  In the m m o of L« Schwarts#^ Threry current 
can be represented fey a symbolic differential form who®# 
coefficients are distributions.
Definitions The scalar product of two p^foras qI and ^
is the number { °*, ^ ) — <T ̂  ̂  #
Since = (3 ,then C ̂  f ̂  } = ( (̂ f 3 and
(*<*,* (S ) = {*, ) for -*<* A * X\i = <»A*°l«=*A*^
Be fin It lorn If (°t # ~  0»then ** is said to be orthof-
g canal to ^ •
The defining formula for X <* ,where oC is a p^fons# 
when applied to a symbolic fom*glves the definition of 
the adjoint to a current* Similarly,the operators and A  , 
as defined for forme,carry directly over to currents and 
all the properties shown to hold for X ,  ,and A  operating 
cm forms,hold for currents.
Definitions The scalar product of a current T and a fora 
if of class C “ l# defined by (T, if} = ( if #?)= ® C-* f 3 =
i ] T  ,
D If T is of degree p and ^ of degree p-1 with compact 
carrier,then,from Theorem 1*1, I d( ̂  A X  T) = 0 and so 
J" d if A *  t = (~l)p j*̂  A d^T,«blttb can bo vrlfctoa (T,d f }
= — (xdxT, tf) because the degree of <3*x? is (2n-p-*X) and 
* # d ^ T  = {-l)2 ?p+5’d-*T. But,(-l)3 a p + 1  * d -K - ef »so (T,df) 
= (*?TP *f )* Also,if f is a G 00 form of degree p+l,wlth com«*
6
h  ^!gy**<?te*-gpfg-.Ld»* P^trlbwtltma, (Par la i V»r~ia&nn et Gie,1950*-51) ,vol,l««?.
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pact carrier,{ft 4* V) s, [d’T, )*
Definitions A current T, which is m %  "regular" at a point
GO‘f*',le,whiah 1$ not equal to a fom of class C In a 
neighborhood of ̂  , is ©&ll@d ^singular*1 at -p- *TIm singular 
e«t,Ts#of the current is the sat of all singular points of
m *■ •
T§ is a auba.et of the carrier ©f X** If f la defined In 
all Y(\ ,than evidently is closed*for otherwise, if fv la 
a limit point of Ts and not contained in it,than there would 
exist a neighborhood of ^  in which T coincides with a fora* 
C %  rsut in this ne Ighborhood , there are an infinite number 
of point® belonging to Ts so that it would be impossible to 
find any neighborhood of -y~ in which 1 is regular* This is 
a contradiction of the assumption* Also*T& must be compact, 
since Vrv is* Let U be an arbitrary open set containing; T$ * 
Then there exists a form 'f' of class C°° such that the 
carrier of f - V is contained in D* For example,off of Ts,
^ can be taken to be T,so that r-47 = 0 ou tside Ts *
If S and T are two p-currente defined everywhere in YA 
and It Is assumed that the intersection of the singular sets 
of S and T is empty,there follows the
Definitions Let 'F and M> be p-foms of class C 00 chosen 
so that the intersection of the carriers of T - S' and 8 -H> 
is empty0 Then,the scalar product of $ and T Is defined a® 
(S,T) « ( *# M1 ~ V H> )*
This definition give® the scalar product even though 
neither of the current® is regular* Also,the value of (S,T)
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does not depend on the ©hole# of <f and ^  • b̂.ls assertion
follows fro® a direct calculation which employe the definition 
of (S,T).
Harmonic Forms and the Opera tors H and £•
Definition} By a harmonic p-forra of the first kind we will 
mean a p-forw of class C 00 satiafyin®, everywhere on Vn *the 
conditions d i* ~ £ <p - 0,
The existence of harmonic forme#defined on Vn *was first 
shown by Hodge. The fact that there are a finite number of 
linearly Independent such forms on Vy\ Is of the utmost 1m** 
portance,since It allows one to set up a 1 « 1 correspondence 
between these forma and the eo-homology classes of the mani­
fold. This Is of particular significance In what Is to follow 
concerning the periods of harmonic integrals.
Let i? |9 ip%.» * - •» 4>*. be a normed,orthogonal basis of 
real harmonic p-forms of the first kind. Then#to each current 
T there is associated a well determined harmonic fona,h t ,
such that (T,h) = (h,,h) for each harmonic form h« Indeed,set 
*h, - Since h is harmonic,it can be represented
in terms of the basis as h - Z Z a ^ ^  where the a’s are
Ar t
real constants,not all aero. How,consider (h, ,h) —
( ZZ(T, 21 â  *P<t ). It will be sufficient to dealk
with a general term of each sum,say (T, cf-J Wi and a; up- .J a)
Than,(CP, ) Vi ,* j **j ) = J ft*, <fi ) A VclA-X ^  =
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J ( '* ,  M’i )  A [ f i A  *  a i  ^ 3 =  (T» <PC ) S <ft A if *• ( x . f i )
*  j V  A *  f j  =  *^(<r, «fc)( Vj ) , toat  (*fi» f j  ) = ^  » *o
that tit© last • expression is ©$ual to )*whieh is the
term of (T»h)« Therefore*! ̂  (2 , *P* 5 -
(2 # ZI** and so {h,#b) — (2 *fr)* With this observation#it 
follow® directly that the number of linearly Independent
4*%*jharmonic p-form® of the first kind 1® e^al to the p Betti 
7number of VY) «
2efi^itlo^i The harmonic form h, will be called the har­
monic part of ? and will be designated a® HT«
The operator JI possess©® the following properties?
1) <ITXpS3 = (HT,IIS) = (i»kS5,which follows directly from the 
definition of K*
2 ) H is orthogonal to d and *P ? a® a ;a*tter of faet,&H? =
*f Iff = 0  from the definition of harm onto forme* HdT ^ 0  
since (HdTfh) = (drf*h) = (T, tTh) =■ 0 for each harmonic h and 
KvTT = 0  because (HtfTfb) = ( *Tth) = (2,dk)= 0.
3) -X II “  II-X#sinc© (H*Tf*h) = ( * T #*h) =  (2*h) ~(HT*h) ~
{ * III1,** h) # where h Is haruonic*
£e noer Introduce the operator G by the
Theorem l»2i There exist® on© land only one linear operator
G mapping any p-eurrent T*d©fIned In Yv\ »into a p-ourrent 8T
having the properties: 1) A £3X«a A T * T -ITfj 2} HOT^OHlr-
8
0 ; 3 ) 0 is perautable with d, ̂ faad * ; If) (a2*3) -($,0-2),
7 G. deRham and K* Kodaira* p. 67*
8 Ifrld.» P» 63-6 5 .
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Theorem 1 * 2  l« extremely Important for all further work with 
harmonic forma* The conatraction ©f current© with given singu- 
larities,as well aa the decomposition formula,to b® given be­
low, depend directly on this theorem*
We state next the 
Theorem 1.3: hot T he a p-ourrent defined In a domain B £ vy\ *
If A  t Is regular at a point -j* of 0, then T la regular at f. *
If both dT and *f T are regular at ^  ,then T is regular at
9-p- * (H* Weyl*s hemms).
Definition: A current,T,is said to he closed if dT ̂  0*
From Theorem 1*3,it follows that if T la regular at -p. , 
then dT la regular at y»- ,since A  GT = T-HT* ffow,using the
identity T = AGT-fHT = d SOT + *p dGT + Iff,set T , - d*fGT,Ta~
dGT,T3 = HT* Thus any current can be uniquely decomposed Into 
the sum of the currents T, + T3. If dT = 0,TX- 0* Conversely, 
If Tx=Q,dT = 0,since dT, - dT3 - 0. Since T, bound© GT,the 
following theorem holds,
Theorem l*iu Each closed eurrent,T,ls homologous to the har­
monic part of T.
If T is homologous to sero,ie,T = dU,then T3 = 0 and T 
bounds the current tP GT, the latter being ©©-homologous to 
2ero,le, cf^GT^O* Is the only current c©-homologous to
sere and bounded by T,since if V were another such current,
V- J'GT would satisfy d(V~ *P0T) = 0 and V-t^GT would be eo- 
homologous t© aero and consequently harmonic. But since H « ® 0,
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V It in air© to be noted that if ? la regular in
a domain f>,then &(57,tf $T#?, #and f% are also regular there. 
Prom these last observation® oorm the theorems,
Theorem 1.5 > A ©urent T which in homologous to Eero hounds
one and only one current which Is ©o-hoflfcologou® to aero#and
this current is regular everywhere that T la regular*
Theorem 1 »&i A closed current is homologous to ser© if and
only if its harmonic part vanishes*
In concluding this section,it is worthwhile to mention 
that If one substitutes T - AOTflfT into the previously ob­
tained formula for the scalar product of two currents 8 and 
T,there results the nev formulas (8,?) —  (dS#fld'T)-f- (*f S,OtS T) 
+ ($,HT)* It Is assumed hero that the singular sets of dT 
and d5,a® well as those of rfT and fcf$,d© not met.
Om The Operators C ^nd A  *
An arbitrary p-for® ^  = .ZZ .*?*.. ..;p d»°V-adx^toan be 
writ ten, by substituting x*'*'* - S'* y#**'*® ijit®* - i* )»
* * lf * • ,n,as
(1.7) tfP * ^r^^^^..-vn̂ ...fidsv,A...A da'Ad^A- ‘-Ads** ,
where the a and s are considered a® Independent parameter®, 
as was mentioned earlier in this chapter(see section A).
Since the operators d,4 *f-rt,»nd A  are independent of 
the co-ordinate system,the forna d Ht # 4' ^ # -* ^ #an<3 A  !-f * 
where is written In, teras of the above parameters,can be 
obtained by introducing the above substitution into their
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expression* In reel co-ordinates* All properties demonstrated 
t© hold for these operators in the real system necessarily 
carry over to the complex system* We now define the new opera­
tors C and - A  as follows s
Hie g*(* are defined by the relation ZL_g*^ ~ <* It is
claar that -A_^p la a (p-2 )-fom and if p = 0 o*> p- 1, 
is defined to be zero* From, the above definition® of C and -A » 
it can be shown that the following formulae hold:
1) C A  - A  Cj
2)A  A  - 4 A  j
3) cc q p= (-l)P ̂ p}
4 ) A  d-d A  = (f'J'c.
Also*by means of the 2-form to — 1 gro'7 ds^A ds ̂
associated with the Kahler metric* -A. 4>f can be written as11-AtfP = (-1 )P“J -* ( co A * 4 >p)* Hence*{~l)p -A. 4>P C *
I w  A X ) A V • How* employing the relation od A *(3 =
3 A* oc where*in this ease* <X ~ ( co Ak^),i (2n~p-f2 )«
fora and -*p> — V * another (2n-p*+ 2 ) -form* there results:
1 0 ^B* Bckmann and H* Guggenhelmer,"Formes dlfferen-tlelles et meirique hermltienne sans torsion,!* Structure com­plex©* formes pures.2, Formes do class k,formes analyttque»*%
C oaptea H endue * (1950) * vo 1 « 299* PS** qoq-66,q89**91*
Ibid., p. i*59*
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,)*(“> A X ) A ~ A K if? ) ~
S* A -X Vr) * $  i* T A <*> ) A - J V a  *( * 'PAW).
8too* < i A p  {-I}*4* «( ,tb*a <o a * 4> = (-X)2ip‘2) # S' A<o
= ̂  f A u  ,«ud X 1{PA#( f A “ ) - |/ax(<*i A < f) s 
(-l)P-' . sjtoa, A f P = / A - . Agftia.O fP £ 40 =
^ C V ’a'T * jo(C ifp A ^ ) *■ joC <fpA C ¥ = (-X)P J V  A o f r
(-l)p VfC0 Yj ,#o that C ifp = (-1)** ̂ PC. The derivation of
pthis last equation follows from the facts* first#that C H> a V
Is a 2 n-form#thws r — s,and second, that C{ ®( A (i ) = C<* A C &
whatever the decrees of and (J * The second fact can fee
argued as follows: Let ôf be any p-fom whose coefficients
are a*t...*n ̂ . %. where r + s s= p,and let ^  be any earns
whose coefficients are * where u + n = Then
the coefficients of °t Aft are given by ^ *5, »• ■ ft. “
J-*—  fv,*» ̂  v*
• • p* a ''. ■■ L  *© r -£.)
Cl:::v.:v9■$,<- "< 3„' te- 1where k + 1 =  p H- q* Evidently#C V - 1 Y * On the other hand,
...5 . = l*,"**,*it<5 CD«,..-5W|,. . .5 * lm'nb. The product
C°i AC p1 gives 1 <v • v . - . - , t . r :v (*£...2 5?) *  ̂** ?* * -My** *■
f e : - v'*»<• '' * (*«.
b it* ’ |n̂ or coeff Ic lents # In both cases# the <ai *s and %  * s
isust be some permutation of the oc*» and the same ean be said 
for the fJ*3#and ^s. Therefore ,r + m *k and n + ss l*so
that the assertion C( ot A (* ) = C«i A C f  1 s true*
W® can now define -A. and 0 for arbitrary p<*ourx*«ntw* 
Inlttont -A. t r t 3 -'f r-A-Mf] and CfT C’K>(-i )p t {!b y 3.T’<« i*
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By using the symbolic form for T* the expressions CT and -A. T 
can b© written as
for A  HCT c 0 A ®  “ 0,since the harmonic part of any current 
operated on by is zero. But C A M  = ACHT,s© A  HOT - ACBT.
Similarly, A  H-A. T rA  AHT — 0 and since -A A  " A~A, the
A  OCT - CT-HCT* But, A  CGT = C A  GT = C(T-HT) * CT-CHT =? GT- 
HCT. Therefore, AGCT «■ A  COT and G and G are commutative* On 
replacing C by -A. throughout this last set of equations,it is 
immediate that G and -A. are commutative,
H. Pure Forms and Currents,
Definitiont An arbitrary p-form(or p-current) Is called pur©
of type t if expression 1 ,7 (or symbolic form) is homogeneous
of degree t in the dz 1 s.
Obviously,any p-form or p-current is expressible as a
sms of pure p-forms or p-currents of type t,t*=0 ,l,* * * ,p.
or FjjT will designate the pur© component of type t of
either the form or the current. For any p-form or p-current,
12we have A  Pt = Pt;A , It is important to not© here that a 
complex,normed,orthogonal basis for harmonic p-forms can be
Finally,the operators 0 and A. are commutative with H and G,
operators H and -A. are commutative. Further, A GT ~ T-HT,so
1 2 Ibid.. PP* I4.8 9 -9 I.
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ehoeexi tvom pn*e p-fome* Any pore smpomnt of a b a i m U
p pfont* ^ tl» harmonic and since 4  baa a unique representation 
is* tome of pore formsftb« group #  of all bmtwle p*feme 
era bo uniquely 4 isplayod as the direct san of jam aub* 
grrape of typo 0  to ptwh©8® total rrak la that of # .  By 
Choosing a baa la for each eubogroup of typo t*w© see that 
ray 4>p till bo expressible as a linear combination of the 
baa la elements with complex cosffie ienia ,aot all sero* The 
pure baa la say then bo normalised rad rathegraelAsed* As a 
consequence of this observqtIon* the following results are 
•Utlaiit Sin#* * - L > tT,tban 8» - 8  ZL»*T = »<>*+••• +t«o -t-G ^
• • * -+BPpT# because Iff la harmonic »rad with the pure 
basis, it ora bo expressed aa a oust of a finite number of 
pure oowpoaonta#oaob being harmonic* Bat la tbo pro*
Jeetlen of HT onto tbo pure component#or,in other words, 
S?̂ »T« This la true for dvepy t 0,1, * * • ,p In the euis 
ao that H la eonanutative with P{.» l*lkewl&o, 0 and are 
oocaaatatiro since A  0 ?tT = ?tT - HP^f = Of ~APtOT * 
Definitioni A pare p-foto of type sero la said to bo holo- 
ttorphlo( or aercmerphic) at a point -p* #lf In some neighbor­
hood of-f~ #lto oooffielonte are bolomorpfaloC or meraaaorphle) 
functions of a1,- -  ,«n*
Definition* A p-pl© differential, ̂ fia a noroaorphlo p- 
for® defined in a domain t) 5  vv\ satisfying d if ~  0 except 
for the singular points of ^ *
hot ’f bo an arbitrary holomorphle p-ple differential 
defined in a domain £* Thonfa» follows directly from the
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definition of C and A  ,o if = ip tp *nd A  f = 0. Moreover,
^ m} = i'P *fc f = i‘P0(A <- 4A )i f  = 0 1al).
Deflnitlaat A holomopphla p~pls differential, <f .defined 
everywhere on Yf\ ,Is sailed a p-ple differential of the 
first king.And since 4<f = »firs 0, if It t harmonic p- 
fow* of the first kind.
Wo now conclude tbo first chapter with two basis tbeorens. 
Theorem l.St Lot T b® a par® p-curx*«nt of typ® tor® *4©** 
ftnod In a domain $ S' Yy\ *If f aatlafio® dT ^ 0 in Python 
T ia a holeesorpfcle p*p%* differential in D*1^
2MftSSLM> L®t ? b® a papa ($Ml)~<rarrent of typo ©no* 
defined in all tY\ and ©atiafying df = 0*HT - 0#p Wing a 
potitin integer s n* Tho»*tfc® p^eurroni 9 = (d -Ao + i^O)T 
ia a para p-ourront of typo *®r© and aatiafloa 4 0 = iTj 
moreover* © ia a holonorphl® p-pl« dlffaronfclal in w\ - \?\ • 
Lot Q bo an arbitrary p-eamnt such that f 41* Vh$n tho 
integral of © ovor an arbitrary p^oyol® Z cz w\ - J? | ia 
given bjr C 8 = i(-*Z,Q) + (-l)p_1l<5lJjzQ. ^
z
",r 1 13 ri..""".*K. Kodalra.The Tho or era of Blsmam^itoeh on Compact 
Angl^tlo^8grfaoos|j Aggrloan Journal of Matheaatloc. (Ootobor.
1I4.Ibid.. p. 820.
amvrsR n
A* P1o>jNI lotogy&la t̂ g. fftpat Kind.
Definition* A simple differential of the first kind defined 
ea *v\ is a holomorphlc l-forxa,pure of type m o *
Prom this definition,a simple differential of ih© first 
kind Is s h m m m l Q  l-fom and from 'Theorem X*8#sny tamonte 
1-form,pur® of typo i m f is s simple differential of the 
first kind* Thus, the grsip H ^ o f  *11 hsrmooie Informs,pure 
of type zero,defined on m  Is ldentieftl pith the group of 
simple differential* of the first kind* Slow*the group* H 1 * 
of *11 htraonio Informs of the first kind sen be displayed 
*s the direst m m  of the subgroups t^end hJ0 ,where leu is 
the group of all harmonic 1-forms of the first kind,pure of 
type obi, With these ebiervations,it rill follow that if 
A, , * - • *A«y is a basis for H<‘oi,then a4 . *AyAi , * • • ,A^, 
where the bar denotes e cm Jugate forms, are hftrasnie, linearly 
independent,end constitute a basis for all harmonic 1-forms 
of the first kind* To see this,let A be any element of H(0j ,
If A = *,(z)dft4 +  m x(«)dsx + • - • * ft*(*)d»n ,bbe» using z'-x+tx*’ 9 
*a~ **+ix*, ■» • * ,sn- ix^VA - (a' +!*'()(dac'•+ Idx*) + (s^-tislHax*
+ idjt̂  ) + • • * 4 {a^ + la*)(dxXflr Vid*1*) = ii&' dx‘- a" <Sx*+ a^dx4- a ̂dx*1 4 
• * • -f andaf*"1 - iudx** )j+l|(*£ dx'+aj dx‘+ *tdx%- aldx1 + * • + a^dx*v‘! 
h- «£dxxn )J - +■ i f • Then A - «c - l ra and sines dA ~ d( *. + 1 (3 }
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— d oL -f id ̂  ~ O and A ~ = 0,dA - tf A = O# Thus,
I is haraonle and obviously purs of type one,so that la 
Again^ f > v . ,A^,I\ * • —  ,A^ are lAmerly independent, for by 
hypothe»iatAJ are and sim ®  n[d) and H*o have aw 
eleatenta in commontnone of the A*« ©an bo expressed In tonw 
of tbo i*« and wiee versa, Also,the sot I,, * • * ,A^are to* 
dependent,for suppose there was a relation e#A, + •
0,where not all the e'sere sere# Thenfuslag the ■ equalities 
A, - eir-î ! fAj," v * • *A<̂  - ̂ **1 ̂  #A ̂ ^  • ■ • A
+ - • -tk^^),»o that - Ckxcrf>.t-.. + le%ot̂ ) andp, -
J* But this last Implies that there exists
a relation between the Afs,fw eonslder the elation o^At +
• • •ve^A|=0# This eaa be written efC^ + 1 ) + • • * * e^(<^
+ 1 ̂ ) = 0  and if <*» and (?» are as abovefthen by substitution, 
of£(**<**+ * •• -* • -*vk^{^)] + —  * -v- + 1 ^
= 0 or {(efk**** • - + ©fk^^> + l{e^k*^+ • * • - h s ^ ^  ̂  +
Jjs1°<*+ * • • + ■+ l(e* <*■*.+ • - - + ©^ (*\) ~ 0 and this equation
een be satisfied by taking ©£ = -efkx# • - • ,©^ = -e'k^. 
Finally,the Afo and A* a fora a basis for H*, for suppose ot 
was a real harmonic 1-fora of the first kind, Independent of 
the Af a and A«s* Then using complex parameters s' ,* • • ,k\
s', . . . ,£ % oc can be written ^ ~ a,/2 da* -* a*/2 ds** i i-
an/2 da* + ar/2 da' -f a^/2 d*s*"+-1 a s/2 &I* and 0 < = i(a4/2
d»* + • * + a^/2 ds* - ag/2 dl* ~ • * ■ - &a/2 da x }, Consider the
Pons ( * - iC<* ). Since d( * - 10 * ) = 0 and C( a* - ic ®0 & 
i( <=*, - iCoOf{ <* -  1C <h.) ia a simple differential of the 
first kind,independent of the A*a. But this is a contra-
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diction* Therefore,A| , . . . #Aq,A,# ‘ * * ,& form a basis for
i
H and 2q = H |Jtthe first Battl number of VY\ *
We consider now the Integral of an arbitrary holomorphic 
simple differential defined on W\ « This integral will be 
referred to as a Floard integral of the first kind and will 
be written as , the path of integration being some 1-
chain on V>f\ . By writing I? ~ ot + i ̂  ,where ot and (* are 
real 1 -forms whose co-efficients are C w  functions of * ,
zXHI I* if is defined according to Chapter I,section B« More­
over, the fact that ^ is closed implies that the conditions 
of integrabllity are satisfied so that - F(s) and dF-
^ ? ii i many-valued holomorphic function defined on tv\ ,
since If P were single-valued,then It would be a constant* 
Further, there exists a 1-cycle, X ,of Vn ,such that <f *?“ co f
%  o.15
Definition8 The number oswill be called the period of F(») on
x .
Let Xs , * * * , V^be a one dimensional Betti basis of YYV * 
Any Integral 1-cycle X ,not homologous to sere, can be ex­
pressed as X~ 21 n̂ Xi ,where the nfs are int©gers,not all zero* 
Then, Ĵ cf - 2 T 4 and the period <o of ^ is expressible 
as ,where col i« the period <f • Further,the■ i
periods coo are independent,ainoe if there was a relation
^  0* deRham and K» Kodaira, o£* cit», p* ljlB
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« » ■ • * «  « " . « ■ »
» V ~  ^  — * ™ -
diet ion,elnoe Yt ,.. > . f being a feae'l#,mst b© homlogoasly 
Independent* iTlm«f&ay Pisard integral of the first kind has 
linearly independent periods an Vtx * 
l&finitio&i A finite number of Fleard integral® of tbo 
first kind are said to bo independent if no non** trivial 
linear © cabinet ion of then redness to a ©oh©tent*
.al̂ FSEHM there are eaaetly q independent Picard integral® 
of the first kind oa Y(\ •
Proof: First,if a,, * * • ,A ^ are a basis for simple 
differentials of the first kind, then the squat ion a t ^A,+ 
A ^- k,&ust hare only the trivial solution for 
otherwise a,A, + * *• -+ a^A^*= 0 would be satisfied n®»«* 
trivially• %tis, there are at least q independent integrals* 
that there Is at asst q Is seen as follows: If F, , * * tF̂ +i
are independent sueb Integrals,then a,F( -f • • + a ^  v  - *
is satisfied if and only If a , * a4= • - ^a ^ ^k ^ O *  But this 
assumption laplles ©,4?, +■ • • • •+ a ^  £P|+l « 0 ha® only the 
trivial selutioli,for If it did not,then dP, - â /a, dFx+ * • • + 
ay/ajdF^v and F, -= a^/ajF^ * > . +  a^*»/aA Fv , •+■ o or a.p; - 
i A -  • * • - a ^ V '  ~ 0 /&nd 0 0  t3a® ^ * * * * #F^tiWould
be dependent,
&• 8uto«»varlstea and Divisors.
S
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Definitions A sub-variety of a complex manifold Vw is a 
subset s of WV satisfying the following conditions: to each 
point 7 * 0 of 8 there Is a neighborhood <1 ^. c: Mend a system 
» ’ * • *f.«. of independent fun©tlo»afeach holomorphlc in 
such that tbo set of points 7- In <*>?>* vbsre f.tyl ~ £*(*».)
"  ' * = 0 co lac Idas exactly with $ n *
Definitions A sub-variety will be termed closed if it is a 
compact point set*
Definitions A point fe of & sub-variety is celled non- 
singular if there exists a local co-ordinate system s,* • • • * 
s y> In some neighborhood 7 *.* such that the defining
set of funotlcne f, , * - • <£n * referred to above*Is
given by »,« flf • »8 a.’ fa#
If such a representation Is not possible,then 7 ^  will be 
called a singular point of the sub-variety*
Definition: the number n-r is called the dlmeasionCor complex
dimension) of S at -**„ *written c-diMS)^ , The dimension (or 
complex dlmeiislon)of a subvariety is the least upper bound of 
the dimensions of S at each of Its non-singular points*!®*
e-dla(S) ”  !J*nt|lag. [c-dlm(S)^}.
Definition: A sub-variety ie called proper If It is closed
And not of e-dim* 0 or xu
A proper sub-variety always has non-singular point® since
the set of ell singular points constitutes a sub-variety16
having c-dim* — (n—r—!)•
 ------ j g
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Definition! A closed »ub-vsrlety S Is said to be reducible 
If It can bo represented as the union S = s'u s" of two 
proper aub-varietes. Otherwise 3 la Irreducible.
Svery reducible sub-variety can be uniquely decomposed
17Into the sum of a finite number of irreducible sub-verities* 
Definition* A proper sub-variety is called homogeneous if 
it has the same dimension at each of its non-singular points* 
Definition* A homogeneous proper sub-variety of c«dim* n-1 
is called a hypersurface in Yn * A homogeneous proper sub- 
variety of e-dim. 1 is called aourve In Yy\ ,
A hypersurfaee can be represented in some neighborhood 
of eaeh of its points by a single equation f-̂ (a) ■=■ Ojsuch an 
equation is oailed a local equation of the hypersurface at 
that point*
Definition* A local equation R-j*. (*) - 0 of a hypersurfoce 
is said to be minimal if*for every local equation fy(a) — 0 , 
the ratio ff'/Rj* is holomorphle in some neighborhood of ̂  • 
Let H be an irreducible hypersurface of YA and let R^a{s) 
— 0 be the minimal local equation of H at ̂ Q* If is a non- 
singular point of H*then at least one of the partial® ^ Rf+/o,z 
oc •=. i#. . . ,n,d©es not vanish at f-0. The vanishing or non- 
vanishing of ail partlals does not depend on the co-ordinate 
system employed for let s ‘» * ••,*n be any other co-ordinates 
at • Then*
17 B. Boehner and W*T* Martin* op* oit.,p* 207.
* *
This system can be solved uniquely fox> ciRf**/<*»“* 
and all partial* A B ^ / A  z vanish at j*.0If and only if 
all ei 8 |*.0 /c> do*
Definition: A divisor is an integral(2n*2) cycle whose
carrier consists of a finite number of irreducible hyper* 
surfsees*
In notation,© divisor,D,will be written as D «  ZTmyDy, 
where the ia y are integers and the D y *rw Irreducible hyper- 
surfaces*
Definition: F(a),defined on VYV ,1s called a meromorphic
function if,for every point of vyv ,F(s) can be represented 
in a neighborhood XAy* of -y* as a ratio g p. /f-j*. of two holo* 
morphia functions defined In -iA p. *
Every meroaorphlc function on VY\ determines its divisor 
as follows: Assuming that the functions g^and &r© re la** 
tively prime,denote by Dp the hypersurface defined by the 
system of local equations Ej'-ff* -0, Decompose Dp into a
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sum Bf — Z T %  ** Irreducible hyperaurfaoes and denote the 
minimal local aquation of each %  at ^ by f ^  0. Then, 
for every point e fr\ 9p( a) can be represented in Uj^ as 
F(s) =r u ̂  where u ̂  iff a unit and the m* a are
integers#independent of p. , fh® divisor of P(s} will then 
bo,by definition,the (2n*2) cycle (F) ~  2Z.*\fi\t*
Definition* The divisor d will be called equivalent to D 
if there exists on Yy\ a raeromorphle function F such that 
I/ - I) rr (F)#
Doing this definition,it is clear that all the divisors 
on ry\ can bs decomposed into mutually disjoint equivalence 
classes.called divisor classes,on W\ . The class containing 
D will be denoted by [ D1 *
Definition! A divisor D ="Z T w i l l  be called positive 
if all the m*s are ^ 0 and D v^O*
Definition: A meromorphie function F on Vv\ will be called
a multiple of D if (F) - D £ 0.
The set of all raeromorphic functions which are multiples 
of -D will be denoted by ^  (D),le, ^  (D)- [w/(P) -f D £ O] .
Since the manifolds to bo employed In the next three 
sections will be of arbitrary c-dim. n > 2 ,the divisors t© 
be encountered will be assumed free of singularities* Due to 
the complicated nature of the singular sets of such manifolds, 
there is no local representation known which afford© a mean© 
of handling the eonvergenc© problems which arise.
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c* Jateaftwtx m  m  a cum, or MteifoiM,
We consider the ©lass of manifold* £WU*\,described a* 
follow*% Any member, YVV5 ,of thlo class is a compact Kahler 
manifold containing an analytic curve C - 21Cjg, (where each 
ck Irreducible),having the following properties?
1) If T and P = H «* T-j. ere divisors on Yyu f (both non- 
singular for a >2),and 0,then C intersects P 
only at the point* , . .. ,7**,and Intersects p/ 
only at the points <̂ ,9 , .. , sf̂ » . • * , where
- $ ̂ 9  e P, and ,̂'t • • • » ̂  e* Px. « Hot all the 
points ̂  i nor ^  need be distinct#but the total 
multiplicity of the intersections must,in each case, 
b e vn *
2) There exists a 1-dimensional Betti basis of W\s on C*
3) Each is the holomorphlc image of a Rlemann sur­
face and ie a 1 - 1  image in a neighborhood of any 
point of intersection of C with P or P •
Only manifolds of class (yyis  ̂will hereafter be con­
sidered* It can be shown that the class [Yvul is also 
realised by assuming the existence of a certain set of cur­
rents defined on \y\ * Indeed,let C = UCjg be a finite sum 
of 2 (real)dimensional nowhere dense closed subsets of VYl 
chosen so that C contains a 1-dimensional Betti basis of wi 
and has the intersection pointa,nentioned above, in common 
with T and P ̂ • Before proceeding,the following definition 
Is needed*
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Definition! a pur® 1-current of type z&ro defined in an 
open subset SX of x\ to called an analytic current if it 
is closed in XX except for a nowhere dehoe closed subset, 
E,of SX « The current Is said to be regular in -Gl» e.
By Theorem 1,8,an analytic current coincides with a holo- 
morphio simple differential in XX - B« The following two 
assumptions will now be madei
1) To each neighborhood ttj*. of a point ~j*. e C* there 
Is an analytic 1-current T.p. defined in "ti-p, 
such that Tp. is regular in 11^- C and Tp. » T^ 
is regular in 11̂ . f\ # Under this assumption, 
&(T̂ . * T$j) s= 0 In YAjv f\ M^so that the current 
Z «= dT^ is a well detemined 2-eurrent on , 
carried on C and satisfying dZ — 0*
2) The current Z satisfies HZ — 0,
Then,there exists an analytic current T,defined on YVX ,
1 8
such that T - T-j*, is regular In 'Up. for all ^ * Since 
any meromorphlc simple differential can be considered as a 
current,it is possible to assert the existence of a ntero* 
morphIc 1-fora having C as polar curve. Thus C is an analy­
tic curve on VY\ containing 2q homologously independent 1-
i
cycles on fv\ and C intersects the divisors r* and I1 in the 
required points•
As a final observation on the class , we remark that
if u is an algebraic variety,then OV. V!'-U\ l©t
?(x%xJ, • * ' »Xxtt) — 0  be the equation of th© variety,where
18a» deBham and K, Kodatra, oj>* cit,, p,100.
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f t  f  \* j* » • * * »x are homogeneous co-ordinates. By taking sucea-
stve hyper-plane sections of YYV #ws arrive at a curve 0?
P{x%x v*x\«fb9ct * * -,u) - 0, fhis curve contains a i-dimoasion-19al Betti Baals of the variety. Furthermore#for any w arbi­
trary non-aingular points , • ** , of C, it la possible to 
determine a hyper-surface of the variety which has,la common 
with Of only these points. For example #conalder the m-dimenslon- 
al linear system of varieties A, F, (xb#x' , . ) 4-
A ^ P x(K°,x' , ■ * ) + —  • -tJW, F ^ U ' . x V  • • ,xn+l) - 0 ,
where FA (x°,x* tx*ta*h4> ' »u)f ju. ̂  1 ,2 ,> * * ,.»* i,ls not identically 
zero, it Is possible to determine a unique set of values of the
r ' f t^«s, say a, i / W , ®ueil *hat A, F, + , * . + Av̂ F** i vanishes
only for , • -- and does not vanish for any other
points of C. Thus,
„ P(*°,x', • • • ,xA + 1 ) = 0
P ; < '\>A,P,+ * • • +A.«m (Fva+i — 0
is a hyper-surface of the variety meeting C at the required 
points. A p' may be determined analogously so that the as­
sumptions made in the beginning of the section are fulfilled 
in the algebraic case.
Picard Integrals of the Second Kind
Let P be the divisor on Introduced in section C.
19 3. Lefschetz. & ’Analysis Situs ©t La Geometric Al-
g.brlott.» 0wm.r-vixIS55^t^.T?HT.7l9i5)77^9:--- --
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First,the^e &re to# following definitions*
Definitions A many valued mer&aorphic function F[z) on YA$ 
will be called additive if by analytic continuation along 
an arbitrary closed continuous curve Y on WVs*f{s) Is 
changed to F( z) -f c ̂,where c ̂ is a constant depending on V *
An arbitrary additive meromorphic function is represent- 
•d is Shi lnt»gr*X J* dF.dJ? b*in* * st»pla differential. 
Definition! The integral is celled a Fieard integral
of the second kind if it is locally single valued on YY\.s 
and Lf is a simple maromorphic differential defined on YAs • 
Unloss it is everywhere ho 1 omopphic,an additive mero« 
morphio function is then a Picard integral of the second 
kind*
The principle objective of this section can now be stated$ 
To introduce a linear space ^  ( P *d) consisting of all mero- 
morphio functions f on P satisfying the conditions (f) +• d 
0, who re d is the divisor of a system f of locally mere* 
morphia functions defined on P ,and to show first,that for 
any f€ 3-( P #d), there exists on YY\S at least one additive 
meromorphie function ,Af ,which is a multiple of «■ p in the 
sense that,for every point ^  Yv\s tfrpAf Is holosiorphic 
in some neighborhood of |* jsecond,that kf satisfies the re­
lation PjvAf/h^^ f on I1 •Here,Hp. is a minimal local .equation 
of P at y « Th© space of functions k% satisfying these con­
ditions will be denoted by QL ( P ) and the mapping R^Af/h*,
20 rwill be called the Sever! residue function of k% on p *
20 Wm Severi,*fSull© Superflcie Algebrisch® ch© posseg- 
gono integral! dl Picard della 2 specie? Math. Ann.,61,1905
i^o
In order to achieve thresults,It will b© necessary 
to assume that the divisor P satisfies one of the follow** 
ing two conditions;
1} Each eoraponent of P la the - divisor ©f a meres* orphic 
function on YYVs»or
2) P is an algebraic variety*
Whan P  satisfies either of those conditions,it is 
possible to state the important existence theoremi 
Theorem 2*1 s There exists a system { h^/|*.e P j ' of mero* 
morphia functions*hj*.,defined respectively in a neighborhood 
-Ulp. of *P »such that h-^/h^ ■= Ĥ /Bq = i^ 0 -U.̂  *
t̂  s| being a non-vanishing and holomorphio function in 
If F is a me r ©morphia function on W\^ »having P as 
divisor, the system {h^ ̂ Is simply obtained by putting 
R̂ .F* If P is an algebraic variatyfthe existence of the 
system has been shown.21 The system {h^] is not unique« 
First,it depends on the choice of the system of minimal local 
equations* hat { R^*® 0^ be another system of minimal local 
equations* Then SĴ(s) = Rp. /dp. is a non-vanishing holomor-
phle function in a neighborhood of -p. on V and th© mero-
/ / raerphic functions ĥ defined by constitute a
system { h^ satisfying Theorem 2*1 with respect to {&£/{•
Second,by multiplying each h^. by an arbitrary fixed mero-
morphio function f on P ,the system \ hp, /h.̂ = fh|*.] satis-
£1
Pies the thtorai with respect to f R-pO . conversely,for
two arbitrary systems T h j and { h^l satisfying i’heorea
2 . 1  with respect to ,h^ /hj. = taî /hy In 'U-p.fiMq
/so that f = h /h ii « wall determined meremorphie function on 
r* * Thus,for fixed [ , { h|*| is unique up to multipll-
cation by an arbitrary meromorphic function on P .
Hew, for any meromorphlc function defined on P ,lt was 
shown,in section B# precisely how its divisor is determined* 
Corresponding to this,the divisor,d,of the system £ 3 is
defined to be the (aa*4i,)̂ cycle d * 2_L( L ^ ) ,where each 
djf has minimal local equation hk^* With this definition,** 
see that If f is any function belonging to 3* ( P ,d),tben, 
since (f) + d £ 0 ,fh^ is a holomorphle function defined on 
P f\ , U-j* being a neighborhood of ^  ia Yf\s •
over,fh^> can be expended to a holomorphic function R{s),. 
defined in all by simply putting H(z) - f(s% • ■ ■ ,aVl )*
(a , * • * |E )*
Turning now to current theory,let R,^ be as above• Then 
1/ĥ *, can be considered as a aero current defined in seme 
neighborhood ,llL|*.on Yfts* In f*®fc>if is an arbitrary 2n~ 
form of class C°° ,whose carrier is contained in K|^,then 
the integral ^l/R|*A^ converges absolutely and we set 
IA-wCmQ® $/&*-A if . Putting Qj* = 1/2*117 (l + iC)d(l/R^, ), 
we introduce the 1-current • ttlnee d (l/llj*,) is holo­
morphic in'Û t. - P  , Q|» is carried on P « Again,C Q - 1 Q|*.,
since c<2 ^ =  xAiiT Oc-i)d^*fc^jQ = -iAnr£(i + lOdd/ft^O
{£ I rBRAT/Y
“ -i Q-|i. Thus* Is pure 1 of typo 1* If any holo-
morphia function In "U~<* 9 then the meromorphio function B-p/Up. 
can 0® considered as a current in 'Up, sine# it is the pro­
duct of a 0*current and a 0-form* I o n * - l/R>*A dH|>.
■+■ Ĥ .Ad(l/Rj*) and dR j*. satisfies (l*fiO)dH^ ~ 0* Hence* 
(2*2) U-t-iCKUja/H^ - l+iTrQfAH^*
In order to obtain an explicit expression for Qj,.* there 
is t,ne following theorems
Theoremt For an arbitrary^2n-l)form y of class whoa©
carrier is contained In Up, ,
(2*3) O x- .nl'S - ndaî  . * da* •dz*'- * •
Proof: U i T T Q ^ W X l  + iC)d(l/RpiQfl - -l/RfXd(l-ieW
— - j* l/R|w d(l-iC) ̂  * hut * d ( 1/r p) a (1-iC} y vanishes identl
cally in U ^ .  f* ,ao l/a^Ad{i-iC )H> « d[l/R^. (1-iC )f } in
Û *.- P * Conaequenfcly*mai£ing use of the fact that P  is non*
singular and writing % ~ 0 for minimal local equation of P
at u. *we have Ui IT Ql-pJS'H- -li» i, d[(l/z* ) (i-iG) V j “ t ’ |z'|>€
ii* J  i/«' (l-iov = u «  i> i/j ̂
| Z i = f e  I Z  j s?^ Xfrh** n -<  i ' 1
4> — — dẑ A.* *• a dzVfl \ dz a * * * \ d z — 11m  ̂2/z*iz'U't
A
2 1 ^ 1. * - %dz* a da‘ < *-Ada^a* •• \ dz\ where the cir­
cumflex over a symbol Indicates that it is to be omitted.
On \zi =  a *»' %  ̂̂  and so % &z -+ a1 di‘ “ 0. The exterior 
multiplication of this last equation by dzl yields th© re­
sult dz' \ dz* = 0 on iz‘i~e • The last Integral above then
beeoraa# It* 2,".1/s1 4/1. ..*3.. . s^da1'''- • »\d8,! Adz"" di* =izi^a
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lira 2 S dz/z‘ ■ ■ d*H di'*"- • • di" ac- ~̂ >o | * I-r «,
4171 d^. . . d*ndl“: - • dl\P
Consider now the 1-currant defined as
(2.4) Q.f ryj = . jj1 . ,wi. ,,-di!1 . . dz'dz"- • • dz",
P
where y is a variable (2n-l) form of class G*° • It is ob­
vious from its definition tuat is pure of type 1 and
carried on P. Furthermore,d Q- Is a pure 2 -current of type 
221, therefore,by virtue of Theorem 1*9» 0£ ~ (d-A-o + l*fG)*
d is a holomorphlc simple differential In ¥>1*- P and the 
integral of 0  £► over an arbitrary l-eycle Y ^ WVs - ̂  la 
given by 0 f - I • Putting A$> ~ 2TT JB 0 f»**fc **0
seen that Af la an additive holomorphic function on YYcs- P •
It will now be shown that for every P is holoiaor-
phie In a neighborhood tfj*. of -f- • bet the holomorphic func­
tion fhj»,defined in U^flP.b© extended to the function M(s), 
holomorphio in all * Then,from (2.2)f(2*3)*arAd (2.1}.),It 
la immediate that (1+lC)d(H/B*J =■ -i*i*n C<f* Consider the 
difference
(2.5) T = 2 1 l G f » l/2(l-lC)d(8/R/j.
T is a pure 1-current of type 0 In -U jv sine© GT ~ 2 V,
- l/2(C + l)d(H/R}4 ' 1 2 Tl (t - 1/2(1 -1C)d(S/R;Ji ~ 1®.
Fro® Sb.op.ra l-9,d 6 ^ = td af « 8 0 that dS — 2 7i d 0 -
l/2-d[(l-lC)d(H/R^"j= 2 7T <5 fif + l/2*dfll+ lC)d(it/R.JJ -
2 oK* i5hdaira,”Th© Theory of Harmonic Integrals and 
Their Applications to Algebraic Geomctry»MMImaographed Kotea, 
Princeton University,1953•
kh
— 2 1 1 1  d, Q̂ |, ** 2in d - dd($/]Flfk} 0* Hence,by
■Theorem l*8 ,f la a holomorphic simple differential in ^ 7 *
j'2 ^ 55 Ii(z} is a holoRiorphlo function in U-^ * on th©
other hand,in U-^~ p #X/2 (l-1 0 )d(N/RtJ = l/2 *d(ff/R.̂  -* l/£*
m / Up) ~ d( Sf/R̂ J * Using (2 .5),we have
(2 .6 ) Af =  H/a^ 4 - L + constant* (in Uj* - p )*
showing that R̂ . kg la holomorphia In all 41̂ . Moreover,fro®
(2*6)*H^v(Af - L - constant) rr e ^F - M and so R^F(0,bx -̂ jP)
= H(Q,s*“ — f(a**...#a*)h ̂ (sx» • •**£*) which moans that
(2*7) R r F{0,*V = f (in 1V^}«
Finally,for points of f* ,since H|j.L= R-̂. * constant *= 0#we
see that kg satisfies R^kg/h^ •= f* ?hus*Af belong® to
(X( P) and has Saveri residue f* Evidently any other function
Kg which belongs to Q. ( P ) and satisfies R-p.Ag/h ̂ * t can
✓ zbe represented as Kg ~ Kg 4 - j* n^Ay -v const ant, where
At * . ..4 ,̂ are a base of simple differentials of the first 
kind. In conclusion,it has been established that there exists 
a Picard integral of the second kind which has P as its only 
singular locus and any Picard integral belonging to 0L ( P ) 
and having Sever! residue f can be written as
(2*8) kg = 2TT ^Z £(?f ** 2- + n0,
where the n*s are constants* Conversely,for arbitrary n*s, 
the function Af,defined by (2.8),belongs to *1 ( P ) and 
satisfies R-.^Af/h^ ~ f.
Definition: A finite number of Picard Integrals of the
second kind are said to be independent if no non-trivial 
linear combination of them reduces to a single valued 
meroiaorphic function*
U5
Prom (2*8) #It Is clear that there else at least q In- 
dependent Picard integrals of the seeond kind which are 
multiples of - p *
E* yioard Integrals of the, Third Kind.
Definition: The integral £ ^ ,where Is a simple mere-
morphia differential,Is said to be a Picard Integral of the* 
third kind if it is not locally single valued*
r_ /Let P be as In section C* Then we propose to show that
there exists a Picard integral of the third kind having only
log singularities at the points of the carrier of p/ • First,
designate by R̂ ., end R^vxth© minimal local aquations of Pi
at-y-i and at , re spec tlvely, where and t*1*.®1*’* any
points on these divisors. Then, = 1/2TT (dlogfl^-dXogR
can be considered as a 1-current In some neighborhood U^.e P«
This follows from the fact that both 1/h ^ 4 and l/R^oan be
considered as O-currents defined in neighborhoods of P, and
,so dR^/H^and &nrJ n ^  are 1-currents defined in
these neighborhoods,each being the product of a O-ourrent
and a holomorphic 1-fom. Also,the current Tp- satisfies
T*^L^i#a fact which may be verified by direct
calculation. Furthermore,considered as a current,d -
I P^yj,where ¥ Is an arbitrary (2n-2) form of class 0 **
23whose carrier la contained in 'Up. . Consider now the
 ^ 3 --------------------
0# deRham and ,K. Kodaira, op. oit.,p. 103.
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2-current P  *■ ,where y i® a variable (2n-2) form
of elasa is easy to show that C V* ~ P ^  since rtciO”
2L. i 2 L ..x d ® * V - ACi^nA di^'A. * »n t&ndrVrS” 5AV- X r v
inserting sf* » z °*(t‘ , * • *tA“*} in this express ion* it is im~ 
mediate that P £c J = P^^Ii * P la then pure 2 ©f type 
1# Since P ̂  G,theu,considered as currents,d V'~ H p7 — 0* 
By Theorem 1*9, 6 - (d-ts 1 tf ]) p is® holomorphic
simple differential on Wls- p ,&nd the integral of 6 over 
an arbitrary 1-oyole X ^  ̂ As - P is given by $ 6 “ 
i Ql£h rJ-Hter , << ) , where d Q, ~ f ' « Thus, ®  = J a $ 
la an additive holomorphic function on *As ** T1' • Further- 
more,for every point ^  a p', <g> -{logR^, -logR^*. ) Is hole- 
morphio in a neighborhood of • This may be seen as 
follows: The difference T ■= § - T^. is a pure 1-cur rent 
of type 0 since GT =• 0 0 ~C Ty*. = i § -1 Tj* = IT. Also,dT=
d 0 -dT^.- d 0 -i P « But,by Theorem 1.9,d 0 — 1 P/ ,so that 
dT — 0* By Theorem 1*8,T is a holomorphic simple differen­
tial in -4A-J* and the integral L = *>* ? is a holomorphic 
function in . Kow,in - P , T^satisfies d ”T^=0,ao
that from T “ 6 - Tp. ,it is immediate that (3) ~  logH^,- 
logR^-t L h-const ant in - P • This proves that §?> -
(logit>( -logR^J is holomorphic in all U  ̂  .
In suraa&tion, there exists at least one ricar-d Integral
/of the third hind having log singularities only on P ,pro-
/ /vldad, > 0. On VA.s - P ,the integral Is an additive
holomorphic function of z•
Definition; A finite number of Picard integrals of the
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third kind are a aid to be Independent if no non-trivial 
linear combination of them reduces to a log function.
There are at least q independent Picard integrals of the 
third kind having V a® logarithmic divisor#
 ̂ of Dimension 2. V and P Having Arbitrary 
Singularities.
It is possible to achieve the results of sections 0 and
E while allowing the divisors V and p / to have arbitrary
singularities provided the dimension of the manifold is two.
It will also be required,for future needs,that the points of
intersection of P and p/with the curve C,{introduced in
/section C},are not singular points of p or V • As regards
these singularities,It is readily seen that neither P nor
/P can have more than a finite number of them, since the dis­
criminant of ,being a polynomial in one variable,has only 
a finite number of seroes and both P and V' can be covered 
by a finite number of co-ordinate systems.
To begin with,we remark that the results of section 0 
have been obtained even for the singular ease,when,n« 2,by 
Kodaira and what follows will be a brief description of his 
work.
Let . r * £  rv ,where each Pv is Irreducible. l£ach fy 
Is the holomorphic image of a compact Eiemann surface {j% , 
ie, pv - ^ ( ffy ),and is single-valued except at the 
singular points. Jjp - ZL will be called the non-
singular model of P  , For the remainder of this section, 
points on will be denoted by p,q,*‘-,and points, on P
b7 j* * ̂  * » * - . &©w,for each p e ga ,choose a sufficiently 
small neighborhood Bp of p so that the closure £^{TJp)J of 
^(Up) satisfies the conditions:
a) £*f(tfp)- ty(p£3 °c»ntai ns no singular point of P |
b) The local equation H^(p) of P is useful at every 
point ^  e L m x s p l  .
let p and q be points on Er1 such that Uja f\ XT ie notq
empty. Then,the ratio —  ** a non-vanishing,
holomorphic function of s,defined in soma neighborhood of
£f(Upr» Uqg  . ?ut = T {if'(*), if*■(»),where > Is a
local unifomiser on p .  Thus, t ^  Is a non-van!shing,ho1o~
morphia function of ,defined In IL, n U ,provided U Pi tJr q P q
is not empty* The following theorem,stated in section h as 
Theorem 2.1 ,can now be proved*
Theorem 2.1a: There exists a aystera {hp/p e of mero-
morphlc functions,defined respectively In u„,such that
*khgVh =r t In TJ f\ U - ^  q pq p q
The remarks made Immediately following Theorem 2*1 of
section D concerning the system { } also hold in this
case,
Definition: For en arbitrary mcromorpliic function f ( cv>) ~
m•̂p (&*-t a i + * - - ),ft0 0, defined In Up* the exponent m
will be denoted by ¥p(f).
2U K.&odaira,MTho Theorem of niemann-floch on Compact 
Analytic Surfaces,Mp. 822.
If f la a mesomorphic function defined everywhere on Q3 , 
the divisor (f) of f can be written (f) = Vp(f)*p*
Definition: The divisor ds of an arbitrary system {hp}
satisfying Theorem 2*ls is defined as ds = ^ V p(hp)*p#
The divisor ds is Independent of the system {H^.1 , since 
the dlvieoV of hp = Vp [H if(P) ( 4>’(T), V (T).hpl p =
■p" Vp(hp)*p = ds,and If do is the divisor of {hp] = [ffap] , 
then dĝ  - d» - (f),so that the divisor class { ds 3 on D3 Is 
determined uniquely by P and does not depend on the choice of 
the systems [hp] and {R^}* It is clear that the divisor da 
introduced here Is the analogue of the divisor d of section D* 
Definitions For an arbitrary meromorphie differential  ̂ , 
defined in tJp,we denote by Resp Til ths residue 1/21TT § ? 
of at p,where § denotes the Integral taken over a 
sufficiently small circle with center p*
Corresponding to the space 3? ( P *d) of section D,we 
define the space ^  ( P ,dB) as that apace consisting of all 
functions f on [j3 which satisfy the conditions:
a) (f) + da ̂  Oj
b) n r  Ro8p £ ( p)k( % )  rh-CT ] = O,for k, A =L((p)=f.
0,1,2, ' ' ,where -f* is any singular ?*oint of P 
and 0"p is the differential defined as (Tp = 
d ̂  p/ r̂ R-j>( ̂  s’]” -d^p/£j *^v)/J z%] *
The faet that any function which satisfies condition a} 
must also satisfy condition b) follows directly from the
Theorem; Fop an arbitrary holomorph5.o double differential
As was dona in section D,ifc can now bo shown, by using 
current theory,that there exists at least one additive aero- 
morphic function Af belonging to Ou ( H > and having Sever! 
residue f* First,l/H^v can be considered as a 0-curreat In 
^ »regardless of whether is singular or not,for If f 
is an arbitrary inform of class 0 00 with carrier contained 
in -U^and ^  is singular, then the Cauchy principal value
The fact that this limit exists and the current so defined 
is independent of the choice of the co-ordinates,has been
follows as before that is a pure 1-current of type 1,
and if H-j* is an arbitrary holomorphic function in K.-J* # 
then
(2.2a) (1 +  l O d t S ^ a p  =  klTT A  Hj*.
An explicit expression for is given by the 
Theorem Let 4> be an arbitrary 3-fora of class with
\y\cz dAyv. • Then the current is equal to 
is defined by 11m J £ ”>0 |7»
lAiTT(l+ iG)d(l/R^),itshown. Then,putting ^






Consider now the one current defined by
(2.i+a) Q. ftV3“ - j 2— ^  fhp^“pdvp^»
where V is a variable 3-form of class C°°. Since (Tq = 
f ^ s4 . s * ) / . M * ^ ) ] 8 ■»(?)/* *(q)l* r P ln
Op 0 Uq,2®th» Integrand ln (2.4.) i» * well defined 2-fora
on [p3 .From Its expression, Q, f Is clearly a pure 1-current
of type 1,carried on P  • Further d Q f  is a pur© 2-current 
29of type 1# By virtue of Theorem 1.9» ~ (d -VO 4
is a holomorphic simple differential on VAs - 1* and the in­
tegral of 0 f over an arbitrary X-cyele Y cz W\,s . V %& 
given by £ 0^ = i CXj* jji r]] • The ref ore, Af - 2TT Q f la 
an additive holomorphic function on \A\S - P • For p a simple 
point,it can be shown,in exactly the same manner as was done 
in section D,that R^Af/h^ = f oa f1 . If p  is singular,
then Hyw Af is holomorphic In - p and from a theorem of 
30Hartoge, Rf*Af must be holomorphic ln all iky* • Thu»,A£ e
(X ( T ) and has Severl residue f • We can state again the
conclusions arrived at in section D,le,there exists at least
q independent Picard integrals of the second kind which are
multiples of - P and have Sever! residue f. Kodaira has shown
31that there are at most 2q of them*
—  - 
Ibid.,p.839. ̂/Ibid*,p.81+2.
30 F* Hertogs,"Ubsr die aus den Singularen stellen ©iner 
Analytischen Function mehrerer Veranderliohen beatehendon <$©- bilde," Acta Math,vol.32,(1909)»p. 57-79.
3 l
H. Kodalra,"The Theorem of Rlemann-Roch on Compact Analytic Surfaces,"p. 61+6.
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Finally,to establish the nxistonco of a Plc&rd integral 
g-l the third kind having P ao its only log curve,we consider 
a^ain the exproasion "fy. “  1 / 2 IT (dlogKf*., -dlogH^x ), Sine© 
it has been remarked above that l/R j*. can ba considered as 
a current, regardless ox' whether ^  Is singular or not,then 
both l/H^ and l/R^can be considered as O-currents,defined 
respectively in neighborhoods iÂ , and btjx̂  on p, and » 
Thus^R^.,/r^ and dR^^/R^ are X-ourrents,defined in U^, 
and iA^jeach being the product of a O-current and a holo- 
morphle 1-form. Therefor©, “T̂ . is a 1-current defined in a 
neighborhood of f1' and,as can be directly verifie i . C V f r  
i It regains to show that,as e current,d "fyOfl ~i r*£.Y3 ,
where *f is an arbitrary 2-forra of class C°°,carried in lA>*• , 
^  being singular. It will be sufficient to shew this for one 
component,say Px ,of P* . Designate by R a minimal local ©- 
quatlcn of P| at Yi *where is any singular point of • 
Choose the system of local co-ordlnatoa (z* bZ*) with origin 
at y*-i and such that R(z* ,0 ) ^ 0 . consists of a finite
number of points Pi, ,corresponding to the irreducible
branches ” ,••*# of I, passing through jx, . According­
ly, R is decomposed into the product H ~ MRj 1 *• R \ of a unit
& and the irreducible distinguished polynomials
t“ia 32in z ,each representing a branch 3 i • 1 or the present
purposes,Li i-&y be taken a© 1 . Thus,each Rs can bo written
32S. boehner and W.T. Martin,op. cit., p. 5 7 *
£3
. i  v® !?  *  ,as Ks - iz ) +  ) -f • ‘ ' h* wh«**®
th© b r s are holomurphic functions of z ** and a (0) =, Q«
Undo** these assumptions, p® can b© thought of as being da*
composed into the union of ms "sheets" each having paramo trio
representation z 1 •- »2 ^  where (? . (0) ~ Q,so
-t4 -Wsthat R may be written as R — v jl; [ ** - *
$ow,2TTd T̂ *., L^U — ̂ dlogR A d and we examine the limit
li» S dlogRAdV , It is to be noted that in "U*., ~ P. , e“>* |z'l>© r
d{(dR/R) A ^ - -£dR/K)Ad *P *] sinee d(dR/R) vanishes in U^, -
P, . Thus,lim £ dlogRAdf= - lim U s  vf d {(dh/R) A^} JxLl>e. £~>° «*->* |RI>*
- lia 11* y S (dR/R)f\V +  y (dR/R)Avl = lim lim fA -p ©}*
e^a Ijs'lae, l&|>i J 1***
For integral A,we have $ (dft/E)A ¥ = S C^R/1 7 -
IbN ' 6 /«Ve
ck R/^s* • ^xtl /R«d*‘dzi’ dz* ■+• § ( A R / a z 1 )/R*V,i Ss1 d S * »)sx| ̂
since on I s2’! - e ,d2^dz^ = 0* Due to a result obtained by 
33Kodalra, It is possible to assert that each of the laa£ two 
Integrals have limit zero as e -> Q»a© that integral A vani­
shes • On the other hand,for integral b we have lim S U R / R ) a 4 ’4-><» |ss,-l>t, |R| - J
- 21TT 2_ J V ( 5> .gj't̂ Jd > ad alnoa fop |ax| >6 and
a j
for each a,it has oeen shown uhat lim ^\dK®/Rs)A^ ~
S* Xodalra,"The Theorem of Rlemann-Hoch on Compact 
Analytic Surfacesg p.o37.
Tf ?" i V ( &  indicates th# form re~
3Usuiting from H* after th® parametric substitution, so that
P — r-- r t —lim 0 (dE/a) A V is a summation 2iTT 2L <2— J V dlsd?«. Mow, 1H J - £ * J
th© lia "?■ ^ ^ d^8d?s certainly exists since each co-e-*o J l̂ al > e
efficient of y' is Q°* m Thus, the limit
(2.5) U »  21TT 21 &  i V' d>3df,&->o 8 j |̂ 9(>e
exists and,in fact,represents th# Cauchy principal value of
the integral 21 77 ^ ^  can therefore9 3 l>al>6s
finfer the existence oi the lim ,UX) dloghAd^^ana it lae-^o I* 1 >e
given by (2.5)* deuce,in any case,wa can sot d T^Dj^l V{ L»K1 
~ i £ H* »where the integral is evaluated according to the 
limit (2.5) at p-t •
Consider noa the current r'o«a ~ f , f . * being a vari­
able 2-form of class C°° and whore the value of the integral
is considered as Cauchy principal value in case it does not
/converge absolutely. Clearly,as defined, P is a 2-ourrent
/ /and satifies C P - P , this last following directly from a 
parametric substitution for z1 and zx. Then,proceeding ex­
actly as in section h and employing Theorem 1.9* © = (d A. 0
/ t*+ ifc£G)P is a holomorphic simple aiiferential on Yv\s - p ,
Therefore., = ^*0 is an auditive holomorphic function on
/ /YYVS- P • for every simple point of P , ($ -(logii^ -logEj^J
is holomorphic in some nelghoornood of the point and ,by
IK G. deHham and K. hodaira»op. cjt.,p.l06.
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hartog's theorem, thi a conclusion ho las lor ail joints of P •
ted can state: Ihere exist;® At least; q i&hejKmaant rioard
/integrals of the third kin# having P as a pure log curve 
/providing P la homologous to aero*
CHAPTSiR I I I
A, Normal Cycles.
We remark first that due to the assumptions made In
Chapter II concerning the curve C and the divisors V and T *
the results to he obtained in this Chapter will hold for
either of the previously considered cases,le,for YY\S of
/dimension n or of dimension 2 with T and f having singular 
points*
Let C = 7~C b be the analytic curve Introduced in sec­
tion C of Chapter II* Designate by pw. the genus of each Ck
and let p - • Consider now the retrosactions on each
C k • On C tflabel each pair which Intersect at a point by (?ht 
?p +h#w^ere h = l#‘ ' ,p,; on Clfsimilarly,where h will go fro® 
‘-fP. + Pal »o on* On Ch,h = p(+px + « •-»-pK.l+ 1, • ,
p ̂  + 4p,,_* Let I and J be two arbitrary Picard Integrals
of the second kind on v n 5 having periods o,, * , . , <̂*.fand e, ,
' • f €if#respectively,on the retroaeetlons* For example,on the 
pair ^t#£p+i has periods ,and so forth* By employ­
ing Hlemann1 s method of boundary Integration,where the boundary 
of C will be designated as BC - #we have
(3 .x) J  M J  *  71 I l « J  =  . 2 _ (  M j e -  coj^p ) +
BC * BC„ 1 a r




i .  santains £q 1-oyeXas* <T, $j" •
• ' * 6~x% *whloh ara homologously Independent on TAS »and If
* , w* designsto th® periods of 1 and J by T, f • * ■ * ^*.^®and f
• ' • # ^ac^i^speotlvolyjion s\ *• * * » c ^ t b o a  *s  hair*
(3.2) ^  = m4>, V + - -  - -+ m -^Yx%$
Gi = ®j>. ‘ ' • *■ “ j.-t e^*
where J - 1, $Bp and where tbs m*» are Integers* not all
sere* By substitution of (3*&) In (3*1)*there results
(3.3) 3" ) «)' *
+ ^  i  (»i.,«^-aj,^1,J, K  e, +
••-•+- ») ̂ * '' +C^r1̂l*i*v\j*,i,,(“ > —
** . / / .r / /
S  S  kal̂ 0rs ’
The general tern on the loft side of (3*3) Is
ao>*®>p,*.) ̂ * which shows that the matrix (k*^ } la skew
35syuastrlo• By a method duo to ProebSnluB, It Is possible* 
by using a eogradlentf imiaodular transformation
(3#lf) â i tj -\r *■ *+ ®
= *Wi + • ‘ •"+ a
35 A* Probeniue fu Thsor 1« don Linear an Ferros® mlt Gansen 
Coofflalenten? Crellss Journal,vol, #6$pp** ll}6«*208«
(^•oer© th® s ’s are integers mad h —  X , % * to pat
v 3 • 3 i in the lorn
«5%-
(3*5) $  1 ( * ^ ̂ J-A “ ^%+A ® A ^
wner® the 4> »s are the invariant factors of (k^r* ) and
$ t\ - Â.-i • The inverse of (3*4) is
(3.6) bhl't'+ ...-+- b v ^ V ^ *
0v,~ ©1̂ + * * 0*^
h - 1, * * * »2q* Now,consider the cycles defined as
" b.,cr; +-.. .-(. b ^ G V p
(3.7) b -,r' + ' ' + N * t ° V
#
**v“  bav 5-1 + ' ‘ ’ ■*■ S '
the coefficients being the same as those in (3*£)« The ̂ fa
are incependent cn W\s provided the determinant oi th® b*s
does not vanish,tut this is assured since there exists no
/ /relation between the periods nor the periods Bu .
Definition; The cycles  ̂will be called,after ^everl,
3 6normal cycles on W\s.
Two normal cycle®,tn® subscripts ox whose symbols differ 
oy q,*iii be callea associated* The cycles >)| , 1 * * , i? ̂
will be termed normal cycles of the first group and the
cycles  ̂  ̂  ̂  ̂ oc culled no r xi a 1 cycles of
tae second group* The nor.ua- period will cc the period of
& Picard integral along a normal cycle*
 35------------------
f. ieveri,ttlntorno al Tocrewa d’Abel Sulle Super* ficie Algebrlsehe ed alia HIduBion© a Forma Normal Degl* 
Integral! di r’icard,1 p* 257*
het Ff $ * • be q independent Fleard integral* of 
the f la*at kind on T*\̂  9 and \\ f * * * p the period#











v • • • *v\ % Of
vould here a tum-tririal solution but this la iatpoeslble 
dee to the independence of the ^ kk end the f, * • •
Let ^ „|a >̂ —  • * a% = *Uif- • ' #
thare minors of the hu column**)- If • * • ,q# of T» low 
eet Ijj * £7̂/>t F4 -+ * • • *+ F^/T ~
kn
fV • * \v-l \h+» * * • ̂Ii%|L .? - j^r *»>-> **>« * - • % ,4 J
|\i* ‘
s
(V»>» * • 'V»A’
to ^  *th© period ©1“ F, Is ^tK #fcfce period of Px is
and to forth* Thus tho period °f xh on \  16
= JkAh..f ■, y ate >*k+ , ±,| - ^ b ,! = 1.
to tk~ 1#- * ’ #h-lfh+lf . • • t$},the period of F, i» >n, } 
tho period of Fa. is %.*. *and 0 0  forth* Thus*the period of 
Ijj on is
- I i w W ±  = 0.
siase tho aaomtdp sun ho written so
^lk % * * î>-\ I
K. â.| ‘ ‘ *̂1>V»-I %
k<v\> ^V
and if k#h»two columns of this determinant ere equal,for
every k« the period table of the integrals \  le as follows ?







Doflaitlogi Th* integrals will be called normal Picard 
integrals of the first kind*
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Turning %0 Picard integrals of th® second kind, It has 
been shown that there exists at least q independent such 
integrals which are multiples of - P  • hot I* be any on® 
of these Integrals and call O, , » * • , periods on
the normal cycles* Then,the integral
J ~ L — 0tXi — 0a. 1^ — • * • —
where Ilt * * • , Iq are normal integrals of th® first kind,
will have all its periods aero along \ , ... , ̂  * Mot all
the periods will be sere for otherwise & - M  t “ > -i 
d\h + »«•*»!**« ftuwtioa.
Definition* The integral J will be called a normal in­
tegral of the second kind relative to the divisor P * 
Finally,as has been shown. It is possible to construct 
a Picard integral of the third kind having log singularities 
at the points of the carrier of P * F, — P* • Designate 
the integral by S and suppose S has normal periods » t  ̂ . , 
°iâ * The integral
K — S “ ~ ^2.1^' * • •— lq,
where the lfs are as above,has periods sera on , . . , ^  ̂  ,
Again,not all the periods will be sero,since then S would
reduce to a log function on 'v\s •
Definition* The integral K will be called a normal in*
*tegral of the third kind relative to P •
We remark here that in eas® any of th® cycles contains 
intersection points of C with P or I1 ,they may be slightly 
deformed without affecting the value of the integral*
c* Z s s M  a nsMsa m t a m i  o£ the 2^  i m «
Let TToj b© the period of the now&X Integral of the
second kind, J, on th© cycle ^  + u and consider th© integral
?̂BC ,whore X ̂  is th© normal integral of th© first
kind which has period 1 on th© cycle ) ci associated with 
^%+t* * F*cm <3*l)*(3«3)#and (3•£)#*« hare
(3.8) jLjdl* = - <J>« 7Tct t
where <t>* la the invariant factor defined mx page 58 in 
express hen (3*5)# On the other hand*
- 21 it [sum of the residues of
JdX* at th© points of Gj *
However,the only points of C at which the integrand has
& non-vanishing residue is at the points of intersection
1*$# * ‘ ^ *^th On Let jT|k. he a local uniformlser
en C with center at f*-j, In a staffleiently small neighbor -
Hood, ,of f u  3 = Al^il *t regular part,wh©re
* n  ( irj
R^. is the Minimal local equation of P at -pj« Since 
is sbspl©,w© can set Re* - Xr In Llr. and J" may he written* j *i j
as 3 — A /)p + regular part in # then*
¥ “ « - l ^ ” 8, p" t’:
The second sum on the right is aero in the limit,so that* 
recalling the Sever! residue function, introduced on page 39 
it is clear that &  = fhf</R^ at f*A and thus the ̂ «i t!
H a  = ft(JMhr  (fa) d u / a u j r
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Therefore,for j = 1, * * . txx,
0 .9 )  = 21TT ZL[f( I^ )h r j ( )> .)« * /dJr , l^  =().
By combining (3*8) and (3*9)#wa artiv© at the relation: 
(3*10) 7 -  -2iTT H[fh*.dlo^lv ,
and since the left side of this expression Is a constant, 
evidently the right side is independent of the uniformi&er 
employed* (3*10) shows that the periods of a normal Picard 
integral of the second kind can be expressed in terms of simple 
differentials of the first kind and a residue function. From 
the expression on line 6,page 6l,w© see that the periods of any 
Picard integral of the second kind are expressible in terms of 
the periods of normal integrals of th© first and second kinds.
rdD. Period Relations for a Picard Integral of th© 3 Kind.MHMMNhAmAw ****** UN**** «£(*«**** -W**********
Let K be a normal integral of the third kind having log
ssingularities on the carrier of p . Now,enclose each point
/ / ' of intersection . , , r̂m , , , . . , , of C with V in
an arbibrarily small I -circle,where J is a local uniformiaer 
at the intersection points. Here,we do not imply that the same 
J satisfies for all points. Join each circle to th© boundary 
of C by a path which is at least rectifiable,and denote th© 
new contours formed by si and s£ and their sum by s. Under a 
canonical decomposition,th© entire boundary of C is now BG + 
s. Let be the period of K on and let I* be the nor­
mal integral of the first kind having period 1 on Then,
6!f
(3*11) ^ Ic<dK = 2tiTT Csum of th® residues ofBC + s
f^dJC at points of
Consider first § I ot d£* Since K is of the third kind#BC
w© must take into account both the cyclic and logarithmic 
periods of the integral. Thus,the expression (3*5),which was 
used to obtain (3*8),will not suffice in this case. However, 
the following may readily be shown? hat I be a Picard inte­
gral of the first kind,having normal periods . , , 'Y ,o
and let S be a Picard integral of the third kind,having nor* 
mal periods 0,, * - • , 0^. Then,
(3.12) I IdS •= ZI [<£*( %6,+c &*)BC * =' ® “
+  ( **« ̂  ,
37where the ?£ and 8£ are integers. How,(3*12),applied to
I ot and K,gives
(3 • 13) o 1 tat dX = Q *+ a, -v« • - •+ a ̂ ,BC
where ' ' •* are the periods of I<* on the cycle
In order to evaluate the J[l<*dK,w© proceed as follows: 
Suppose si is the contour about and let ^.b® the uni- 
formiser with center at Then, in a sufficiently small
neighborhood of *̂ ±9 K ~ log R^t -b regular part,where R 1̂- 
is the minimal local equation of H at ^,ond sine© is
37 Ib id . .p .  278.
si»plefwe can write for li the ©quality K - log regular 
part throughout th© neighborhood# Therefore»by Cauchy1© inte-
The relation (3*15) expresses the periods of a normal 
integral of the third kind in terns of normal integrals of 
the first kind and their periods* tfrom the expression for K 
on line 18«page 6l,it is clear that the periods of any Picard 
Integral of the third kind can be expressed as a linear com­
bination of those of normal integrals of the first and third 
kinds#
gral formula, = 21 "A &<*(
»i la the contour about Sfi.then J^'jI*dK 
evaluated at = 0. Thus.
Likewise,If
21 IT [lot { JsjOl.
(3.14)
evaluated at ̂ .=0,
<3.15) =
= atir II [io(( J^) - i * ( ,
0. Sow,using <3.1i),(3.13),and (3.14),
21~TT { Z l O U t ^ )  - Zoi(<^)]} -
d>.. *- L<>«
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